
SWOOP Analytics at UNICEF

Measuring our 
Collaboration with 
Behavioral 
Analytics



What are Behavioral Analytics from SWOOP?

View insights about Yammer activity for sectors, functions, topics, groups, 
and all of UNICEF in real time to help yourself – and to encourage others –
to  become even better communicators and collaborators.

See which topics and posts produce the most conversation in order to help 
focus and expand horizons in facilitating more good work at UNICEF.

Identify areas of improvement in cross-collaboration, as well as 
organizational culture as we work to break down information silos.

UNICEF has just launched SWOOP, a social analytics tool that provides insights 
into the strength of our information-sharing network and collaborative practices in 

Yammer. SWOOP is designed to help every individual and team learn to 
collaborate more effectively to achieve better outcomes for children.

Why Should I Use Behavioral Analytics?

And…it’s fun and interesting!



How to Discover Your
SWOOP Persona in 4 

Easy Steps

1. Navigate to the “Groups” tab at the top of 
your screen in SWOOP.

2. Use the gear icon to choose a Yammer 
group that is important to you and select a 
custom time frame.

3. Navigate to the “Persona Distribution” tab 
to view your persona for that group.

4. Repeat this process for the top 2-3 groups 
for which you are a member.

Your Persona = 
Your Collaboration Style
Each person is assigned a Persona by SWOOP 
based on how you interact and share on 
Yammer – and, how others interact with you!

Fun Fact: Your persona will be different for each 
group, time period and topic that you review!



Observer
SWOOP Persona:

What You Can Do Even Better:

“Like” posts made by your team to show agreement and affirm the progress 
they’re making toward positive outcomes for children. Aim for 2 “likes” daily.

Respond to a poll to give input.

Download the Yammer mobile app, if you haven’t already. You may find it 
works better for you than the web.

Ask a question in a relevant group and @ mention those who might be able to 
directly help. Including an @ mention in a post generates an average of 73% 
more replies.

What You’re Doing Well: 
You’re an avid reader and learner. 50% of Yammer participants at UNICEF report that 

learning is the #1 reason for using the community!



Broadcaster
SWOOP Persona:

What You Can Do Even Better:

There is nothing better than recognizing the work of your fellow staff! Instead of 
simply posting that next great article, try giving simple pats on the back 
occasionally by @ mentioning your staff doing great things. 

Constantly sharing may be perceived by others as trying to dominate the 
conversation. Use your skills and comfort in sharing to help a less active staff 
member into making his or her first share of something they are working on.

Ask a question at the end of your next post. Posing questions increases a post’s 
response rate by 2.5% and helps other employees find answers more quickly.

What You’re Doing Well: 
You love to share your experience, knowledge, and content that you’ve found 
on the web. Posting to Yammer is a smart way to share with many at once.



Responder
SWOOP Persona:

What You Can Do Even Better:

Share an experience or knowledge you’ve gleaned from the field to relevant 
groups and @ mention colleagues who would find the content most valuable. 

Work Out Loud (#WOL) by sharing photos or screenshots of your latest work in 
making progress for children. @ mention your fellow staff to ask for input.

Thank your fellow staff for their help and ideas by @ mentioning them in a fresh 
post. Aim for at least one “thanks!” post each week.

What You’re Doing Well: 
You’re great at showing your support through “likes” and comments. Your 

responses help posters realize the impact they’re making at UNICEF.



Catalyst
SWOOP Persona:

What You Can Do Even Better:

Can you help foster other staff members to share and comment on what’s in the 
community? Sometimes, the best content gets ignored until someone speaks 
up on its behalf.

If you’re a leader, it’s time to let the expertise of your staff shine by @ 
mentioning them to provide answers, rather than sharing it yourself.

Use your influence to link information and break down silos. Share the posts of 
others to public groups and actively @ mention members to help various 
divisions and sectors of UNICEF better coordinate with each other.

What You’re Doing Well: 
You know how to take action for children and drive responses to your posts in 

the community. People enjoy commenting on your posts.



Engager
SWOOP Persona:

What You Can Do Even Better:

Volunteer to become a “Champion” and connect 1:1 with people to share the 
amazing benefits you’ve experienced from using Yammer. 

Work with group leaders to organize your many contributions with relevant 
hashtags, so people searching for the information will find it more easily.

If you’re a leader, be sure to work behind the scenes (and in person) to 
encourage others to ask questions, as well as share their ideas and feedback, 
in Yammer. 

What You’re Doing Well: 
Congratulations! You foster conversations around interesting content while 

ensuring that many people engage in the conversation.



A Broadcaster likely posted this 
announcement. It has strong information,  

and needs a call to action.

This post could be improved by asking a question, such 
as, “In your experience, what are the specific supply 

needs of malaria programs in which you work?”

The poster could use @ mentions to recognize the 
leaders and/or staff whose contributions led to the 

decision around adding this to the forecasting exercise. 

A Catalyst or Engager 
might use their influence 
and share this post (with 
some context) into other 

relevant groups.

Examples



This post represents great progress        
for children, and could be further 

improved by @ mentioning the staff 
members who participated. 

This is an opportunity for a leader to step back and 
really let his or her staff shine. 

The poster also could offer up his or her WASH 
implementation experience journey for others looking 

to implement best practices at their locations. 

Use of photos, and the fact that it was posted from 
the Yammer mobile app, shows excellent use of 

Yammer when away from a computer.

A simple “like” or a quick 
“thanks” or “congrats” is 
a great way to affirm the 

good work staff are 
performing to produce 
better outcomes for 

children. 

Examples



The individual who created this excellent 
post clearly had a goal in mind: to test and 
analyze staff’s knowledge from a recent 

webinar. 

Context is included for those unfamiliar with the 
subject matter.

The call to action, “Choose the best answer,” invites 
others to participate. The topic was so engaging that 

it even generated comments and shares!

By having open 
discussions following 

the webinar, this 
provides an opportunity 

for others to request 
knowledge and learn.

Examples


